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   PRODUCT DATA SHEET  

Type of PPE: RRDG  

 

 

Name: Safety gloves knitted with cut-resistant core spun yarn 

 

 

Description: 

A new line of gloves designed especially for the food sector. Maximum 

protection against cutting due to the application of the most modern core 

technical fibres technology. The FOOD COMFORT line products fully comply 

with all the relevant EU direct food contact regulations. Their seamless, knitted 

construction ensures high comfort of use and their cost-effectiveness is 

achieved through the possibility of multiple washing in the temperature of up to 

95°C, what is particularly visible in comparison to steel gloves. We offer non-

standard lengths of forearm protections, adapted to the needs of the customer. 

 

 

EN Standards: 

 

 

EN 420:2003+A1:2009 

Dexterity level 5, harmlessness, definition of size, comfort of use, 

flexibility. 

   

EN388:2016 

 

  

   

 2 5 4 2 C 

 

                       Product tested against Regulation CE 1935/2004 

                       Regulation (EU) no 10/2011                                                                   

                       Regulation (EU) no 2016/1416   

                       EN ISO 17294-2:2016 

 

Test Performance level 

Abrasion 2 

Cut 5 

Tear 4 

Puncture 2 

ISO 13997 cut test method C 

 

 

Glove knitting machine: 13 gauge 

 

 

Standard color: Blue 
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Knit wrist: elastic cuff (available extended cuff version if requested)  

 

 

PPE Category: PPE Category II 

Gloves of intermediate design - for intermediate risk 

 

 

Available sizes: 7, 8, 9, 10 

 

 

Characteristics: 

- fully comply with all the relevant EU direct food contact regulations 

- the highest cut resistance level 5 

- cost-effective due to the possibility of multiple washing in the 

temperature of up to 95°C 

- lightweight, gauge 13 

- very good dexterity and high comfort of use 

- seamless 

- breathable 

- ambidextrous 

 

Applications: 

- meat carving 

- meat slicing 

- bone removal 

- vegetables and fruits processing 

- fish filleting 

- cutting machines cleaning 

 

Manufacturer: 

JS GLOVES Szewczyk Sp. J. 

ul. Królewska 23 

05-822 Milanówek 

POLAND 

Tel/Fax: (48-22) 758 36 80 

e-mail: Office@JS-Gloves.pl 
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